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Two of the larger tenants of staged violence that hold true across the variety of 
organizations are safety and e
 ectiveness.  e safety component is easy to un-
derstand; no one practicing stage combat should be in danger of injuring either 
themselves or others in the process. E
 ectiveness, however, is open to much 
larger interpretation, and depends on focus and approach of the individual. 
 e SAFD membership is a conglomerate of varied perspectives when it comes 
to e
 ectiveness and the methods employed to go about achieving this ultimate 
goal.  at makes an organization strong is the ability to recognize diversity 
and embrace di
 erences of opinion while maintaining the overall aims of the 
organization. 
My focus on diversity stems from a recent conversation over a shared sentiment from 
a member that deviated from a teaching philosophy that I was indoctrinated with over my 
years of training.  e sentiment was that acting was not as important as the techniques 
employed to give the illusion of in icting pain upon one’s friends. At  rst, I took o
 ense to 
this, partially because I am an actor and believe that telling the story is paramount, however 
upon further re ection I realized this person was simply viewing the cra  through a di
 er-
ent lens.  ey rejected the importance of “acting,” however through the technique, they were 
relishing in the enjoyment of creating realistic violence with “friends” without the negative 
consequences associated with aggressive violence. In fact, their statement demonstrated 
how important di
 erent perspectives are to understanding and teaching stage combat. 
 e person who feels “acting” is not important in the cra  of stage combat may have a 
negative impression of what it means to act.  ere are also members who feel more com-
pelled by the study of techniques than toward the acting value behind the action. Ironi-
cally, relishing in the enjoyment of creating realistic violence on “friends” denotes a certain 
amount of imagination, performance, creativity and e
 ort toward the creation of an action 
they believe to enact violence upon a “friend.” So, though the sentiment rejected “acting,” it 
also employed values inherent in performance. 
It is unfortunate when people jump to conclusions about others when their perspectives 
are di
 erent. I found myself at fault in this instance and now use this experience as a remind-
er that everyone brings something new to the collaborative table of stage combat education. 
 is issue of  e Fight Master is a great example of the di
 ering approaches to this disci-
pline.  e following pages include two di
 erent approaches to vocal production, the ap-
plication of one acting style with stage violence, and the technical demands of working with 
horses. Each article brings forth valuable information, but does so from unique perspectives. 
All the information is aimed toward the safety and e
 ectiveness, whether it is protecting the 
voice during extreme vocal production, linking technique with intentionality, or providing 
insight into the equestrian demands and rewards that come from building a strong founda-
tion for success.  ere are also sections like “Finding Purpose in the Work,” which pulls away 
from the nuts and bolts to re ect on the more philosophical reasons why we do what we do, 
and historical approaches, like “Epee Dueling,” that remind us where some of our techniques 
come from, the severity behind them, and the frequent absurdity that generated such drastic 
measures. 
Each one of us has come to stage combat from di
 erent backgrounds and continues to 
study this cra  for di
 erent reasons.  ile we may not always agree on the details, rationales, 
or perspectives, we all continue to push the boundaries of creating safe and e
 ective stage 
violence. Exploring the controversies and sharing what can be learned with the rest of the 
organization deepens the value and strength of this organization as well as the larger stage 
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length with the assistance and approval of the au-
thor. Articles should include a short biography 150 
words or less, as well as contact information. By sub-
mi ing material to  e Fight Master, it is assumed the 
author agrees the following:
  All submissions are subject to editorial discretion
  All work submi ed is assumed to be the original 
work of the author, and  e Fight Master will not 
assume any of the author’s copyright liabilities 
and publication rights.
  Submissions must include any and all necessary 
supporting documentation (bibliographies, etc.)
  Before publication, author must approve all 
changes beyond grammar and conventions
  Submissions must be wri en in a clear and 
professional manner
  No submissions defaming individuals 
by name will be published
  Authors are assumed to be working toward
the be erment of the SAFD and, thus, will 
not be paid for submissions




Both digital and traditional photographs are accept-
ed; however, resolution will play a factor in where, 
or if an image is used. All photos should be accom-
panied by the names of the performers w/ roles (if 
fewer than  ve are pictured), photographer, play, 
playwright,  ght director, theatre company, and 
year of performance. Without this information, we 
can not give proper credit to the contributors and 
the picture will not be used.
Traditional images/negatives submitted by mail 
should be sent in an envelope clearly labeled 
“Photos—Do Not Bend,” with larger photos se-
cured between cardboard or foam core. Submis-
sions should also include a return self-addressed, 
stamped envelope.
Digital images must be submi ed in an uncom-
pressed format (RAW, TIFF, PNG or TGA) on a CD 
or DVD if possible. Images that have been reduced in 
size to send by email will also be considered as long 
as a larger version exists that can be requested later. 
Please do NOT crop or alter photos. Touch-ups and 
color correction will be performed as needed.
Please forward submissions and questions to:
Jonathan Wieder, Art Director
fmartdirector@safd.org
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as well as in  lms such as Jet Li’s Fearless, Road House, Masters Of  e Universe, and Sword 
And  e Sorcerer. O¦ -camera, De Longis is President of Palpable Hit Productions and 
has been honored by the International Knife ¡ rowers Hall of Fame with their 2009 
Lifetime Achievement Award as well as the Black Belt Hall of Fame as the 2008 Weapons Instructor 
of the Year. Based in Los Angeles and Vancouver, De Longis’ whip expertise was utilized by Michelle 
Pfei¦ er in Batman Returns and Harrison Ford in Indiana Jones And  e Kingdom Of  e Crystal Skull. 
Additionally, De Longis’ work can be seen regularly in commercials and on ¡ e History Channel. 
For more information visit www.delongis.com.
Kevin Inouye is a Certi ed Teacher and Advanced Actor Combatant with the 
SAFD as well as a recent graduate of the ¡ eatre Pedagogy Masters’ program at 
Virginia Commonwealth University, in the Movement track. He has been training 
with the SAFD since 1998, is a SAG stuntman and actor, an instructor of acting and 
stage combat, and runs his own prop weapons rental business, Fight Designer, LLC. 
His thoughts on the ba le cry were informed by graduate coursework at VCU, 
including Vocal Extremes under Janet Rodgers and Asian ¡ eatre with SAFD Certi ed Teacher 
Aaron Anderson.
Ryan McIntire is an instructor at Old Dominion University and ¡ e Governor’s 
School for the Arts, and has been working as a  ght choreographer since 2001. 
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includes American Haunting, Laughing Aces, and 261. Ryan lives in Norfolk, VA and 
continues to teach, act, and choreograph  ghts.
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AC Tara Snyder is an Assistant Professor and Musical ¡ eatre Voice Specialist at 
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By  E dwa r d  ( T E d)  S h a r o n
Spring 1996: I woke up early to teach a stage combat class at Brigham Young University. As I lay in bed I thought, “I’m going to teach people to choke each other today...there’s something wrong with 
my life.” I had a strong affinity for stage combat and stunt 
work and had become well trained in Aikido and Kenpo 
karate but, ironically, I was not a violent person and I do 
not enjoy conflict.
For the next few years I looked for answers to, “Why 
am I doing this?” I felt that if I didn’t find a reason, a pur-
pose, my passion would dry up. Three quotes surfaced 
over the course of those years that have helped.
The original purpose of budo (literally the way to stop a 
spear) is to produce real human beings who will improve 
the world.
—Morihei Ueshiba, founder of Aikido
 If I were placed on a cannibal island and given the task of 
civilizing its people, I would straightway build a theatre 
for the purpose.
—Brigham Young, prophet and pioneer
 …the purpose of playing, whose end, both at the first 
and now, was and is,
to hold as’t were the mirror up to nature, to show 
virtue her own feature, scorn her own image, and the 
very age and body of the time his form and pressure.




 It wasn’t until years after compiling these quotes 
that I realized they all had one word in common: pur-
pose. I believe that stage and camera work can enter-
tain, create an escape, or tell a story that helps viewers 
to know how to move on when they encounter similar 
situations. I also believe that it can educate. I love that 
word; one of its Latin roots is “educere,” which means 
“to draw out.”
Writers, producers, directors, fight directors, scenic 
and other designers, and actors all hold “as’t were the 
mirror up” and ask the audience, “Take a look.” In the 
case of Romeo and Juliet most of the important people 
die. The text literally asks the characters (and I believe 
the audience) to leave and talk about what they’ve seen. 
Hopefully what they have seen in the mirror causes 
them to stand up and behave differently when they 
leave the theater.
That for me makes a difference in my work. 
It gives meaning to early mornings, long af-
ternoons and late nights--it puts a purpose 
underneath everything that is done, and 
helps to keep me wanting to function on 
the highest level I am capable of.
That purpose is why I contin-
ue to believe so passionately in 
the importance and poten-
tial of our business. 
Play on… 
_
Finding Purpose 2.indd   4 9/4/12   2:44 PM
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T
he lure of the horse runs deep. It 
whispers of far off places, ages past, wonders 
witnessed and feats of valor, loyalty and cour-
age. Partner, companion, ally and friend, the 
bond between man and horse is mythic and 
mystical, yet simple and pure in its covenant 
of mutual trust. And it’s fun. 
Horses represent something bigger than 
ourselves that can never truly be tamed, but is a gift freely given to 
the worthy. In an age of technology, riding horses is a link to the wild 
things of our past. Nothing is more “in the moment” than the physi-
cal conversation between horse and rider. When partners listen and 
communicate, man and beast combine to achieve incredible results. 
Few partners offer an actor, director and audience the power and 
emotional impact of a well-ridden horse. Nothing confers credibility 
faster or exposes ineptitude more cruelly than a few moments on 
horseback, on camera. You don’t learn 
these skills overnight, but the rewards 
are great and well worth the effort. Bra-
vado and arrogance are no substitute 
for patience and hard work. The horse 
will not be fooled, he perceives what 
you know long before you climb onto 
his back, assuming he lets you get that 
far or stay there once he does. Horses 
don’t suffer fools well; they think you’ll 
get them killed. If you want to make the 
decisions, you have to earn it. 
I make my living as an actor, fight 
director and weapons specialist and I’ve labored to achieve the skills 
to perform these abilities from the back of a galloping horse. I train 
horses to perform precision action with swords, whips, lances, fire-
arms and archery. I’ve had the wonderful good fortune to ride and 
weapons train horses in eleven countries on five continents and it’s 
given me challenges, priceless rewards and a host of unforgettable 
memories. 
A good rider earns his partner’s trust and is rewarded by his 
mount performing willingly and repeatedly, even under duress, 
Horse 
Power
By Anthony De Longis
Performing 
with horses  
for film and 
television




demonstrates how  
to hit a moving target 
at full gallop.
Left: Anthony and 
his wife, Mary, 
demonstrating the 
power and accuracy 
of a whip from 
horseback for a live 
event. 
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I sever hand-held objects with whips and swords from 
my partner’s fingers as we pass at the gallop. Getting a 
horse to run a true line while cracking a whip virtually in 
his face or maintaining a tight circle during an intense 
sword fight requires real trust from your animals. It’s 
a responsibility I take very seriously. The safety of the 
horse comes first. Hit him and he won’t want to play 
anymore, and who can blame him. Your skills need to 
be up to the task before introducing horses to the mix.
When you reach the set and are preparing for the 
shot, it’s wise to accord the horse the same courtesy 
you would any other performer. Give him a rehearsal. 
Sometimes with complicated sequences, multiple 
special effects and lots of personnel it isn’t possible 
to rehearse everything, but do what you can to get the 
horse used to this new environment. Horses aren’t 
fond of surprises. Familiarizing him with his path and 
expected tasks will go a long way towards getting your 
shot the first time.
A word to Directors, Directors of Photography and 
Stunt Coordinators; acclimatizing the animal to the 
specific distractions of the set, equipment and personnel 
is very important. If I’m running 
alongside a racing camera truck, it 
helps greatly to do a couple of half 
speed rehearsals. This serves not 
only to acclimatize the horse to the 
scary vehicle full of strange equipment, but also allows 
the camera team to get their timing and distance correct. 
This saves wasting time and the horse on takes unable 
to be used because the team needed a couple of tries in 
order to work together seamlessly. I’ve ridden within 
inches of enormous camera and lighting rigs dollying 
first away from, and then towards, my parallel run with 
the horse. A couple of trotted rehearsals and the horse knew his job, 
was used to the terrifying new distractions and performed his action 
beautifully and repeatedly. My friend Jay T. Rockwell of Hollywood 
Trick Horses also suggests,
It is always helpful and safer if the scenes with horses are not left 
for the end of the day when the crew are more rushed to get it done. 
This can be a recipe for disaster. Horses cannot be rushed. When the 
set gets tense, the horses will not perform well.
Behavior around horses you don’t know on set is mostly a matter 
of being appropriate. Trainers don’t take kindly to people touching 
or interacting with their horses without permission. Horses are 
equine athletes and they’re there to do a job. It’s important not to 
distract their focus and concentration any more than a human stunt 
performer wants their preparation interrupted before a big stunt. 
It can get people and animals hurt, so don’t do it. Some horses have 
a variety of behaviors or “tricks” that are cued by visual, verbal and 
tactile commands. Ask first and understand the reason behind the 
“no touching” if it’s an inappropriate time.
I love making movies and so do my horses. They know we’re about 
to share another adventure and they arrive on set eager to play the 
game. Hope to see you on the set. 
Bibliography
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AFTRA One Union. Web. 28 May 2012.
because his rider makes him feel safe and confident. This is a re-
sponsibility not to be taken lightly. For me, the notion of “breaking” 
a horse and bending it to your will defeats the point. It’s the height 
of hubris and it’s dangerous for both horse and rider. Slaves revolt 
and always at the worst possible moment. You don’t want to “break” 
anything, especially not a horse’s greatest gift, his spirit. 
Riding a horse is the closest thing to flight we can experience 
without depending on a machine, which horses are not. They are 
flesh and blood, and like people, no two are the same. They are not 
push button automatic. But if we have the courage, the intelligence 
and the wisdom to win their trust and their loyalty, we become far 
more together than either could ever achieve alone. 
Preparing a horse for the set and camera has to happen before he 
ever gets to the location. You’re not going to teach him anything new 
under the distractions and stress of a working set. As Rodd Wolff so 
knowledgably observed, “communication and confidence between 
man and horse is of paramount importance,” and “if the lessons of 
his trainer are ingrained, not to mention his confidence in his rider, 
he’ll perform on cue right in front of the camera.” 
I find out from the Stunt Coordinator and Director what action is 
going to be required and bring the horse to set ready to perform those 
skills. We do our preparation at home first. It’s imperative to intro-
duce and familiarize the horse with the nature of each weapon and 
the route of their action. You don’t want him to flinch unexpectedly 
and fling his head into your blade, arrow or gun, or veer into the path 
of your oncoming partner at full gallop. Patience and consistency 
will avoid a train wreck. 
Anthony and 
Natches practice 
precision with  
a lance.
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“Cry ‘God for Harry, England, and Saint George!’”
	 	 	 	(Henry	V	Act	III,	Scene	I)





A s actors and stuntmen we are often asked to charge in to battle with some sort of vocal enthusiasm, whether it be a formal battle cry, war chant or just a nonsensical “AAAAAAAAAAAAGH!” Even on film shoots when the sound is not being recorded, directors may ask for vocalizations as it can help energize the performances of the actors. It behooves you as an actor with stage combat skills to know your options when preparing for 
or charging in to battle, if only to prevent a sore, damaged throat by the end of the 
day, and to make sure you can keep going through that eight show theatrical week 
or twelve hour film day.
For those of us tasked with designing the battle scenes in question, vocalization 
can be even more important. Vocal scoring of a conflict scene is just as important 
to its impact on the audience as the visuals, with massed battles being especially 
complex in orchestration. A battle cry is something that occurs separate from the 
individual combative moves of the actors (generally as the opposing forces are fac-
ing or approaching one another), and as such it can be considered independent of 
the fight choreography. This offers us both challenges and opportunities. These are 
vocalizations of armies and aggression, but not necessarily of combat. The sounds 
of pain and victory within interpersonal combat warrant their own category, and 
are much more commonly addressed in stage combat instruction or within a pro-
duction by the fight choreographer or fight director. It is the moment leading in 
to the combat, or the moments between bouts, to which this article hopes to draw 
further attention.
As with all design challenges, it is worth taking the time to determine what you 
are trying to accomplish, what the features might be of the available options, and 
what’s been done before. The following offers a basic introduction to some of the 
types and uses of a battle cry, with a couple of standout examples as case studies. 
The war cry is cited as far back as we have historical records, including Greek an-
tiquity and biblical reference. In my initial research on these primarily pre-combat 
vocalizations, I have found them to fall into several functional categories based on 
their intended use. As with the actual combat techniques, they exist within a certain 
cultural framework and were carried forward because they were in various ways 
beneficial for their users. Not all will be appropriate in all contexts.
Battle Cry.indd   9 9/4/12   2:45 PM
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after New Zealand became a British colony. The haka generally in-
cludes rhythmic slapping, stomping, or clapping as mentioned above.
Another element of a haka is the incorporation of the lower reg-
ister, breathy hu/ho/haoo sounds, in short repeated syllables, often 
with a call and response. This is perfect for getting actors to connect 
with their core and feel grounded and strong. While it can feel a bit 
silly done solo, it is also a very masculine, strong, intimidating sound 
when done in even a small but enthusiastic group. Other examples of 
this type of sound being used in the pre-battle psych-up include the 
“HAWOO!” of the Spartans (known these days primarily from the 
movie 300: “Spartans, what is your profession?” “Hawoo! Hawoo! Hawoo!). 
In Latin this is literally the definition of battle cry. Versions of that are 
in use in our modern armed forces today, as Hooah! in the Army and 
Oorah! in the U.S. Marines. This is generally not a sound you would 
make during battle, but as a group rallying moment before battle.
Marching chants may also include similar elements in a regular 
rhythmic cadence. In this sense, they are very similar to the work-
ing songs as used by early American slaves, establishing a breathing 
pattern and rhythm of labor that helps the group stay coordinated, 
on task, and moving. The constant affirmation of the comrades 
marching alongside and behind you builds confidence much more 
effectively than a visual check, as the sight of everyone glancing ner-
vously around them weakens the effect.
However, these lower breathier sounds tend not to carry over the 
din of battle as well as other sounds, and they can also be harder to 
maintain while exerting physical effort, as when running across a 
battlefield to your likely demise. They work best in shorter rhythmic 
bursts.
Amongst the din of battle, and when performing combative feats, 
higher yipping sounds tend to carry best, such as ululations or hoots. 
They require less air to produce, so they work well while charging or 
fighting. Perhaps most commonly associated in American popular 
culture with Native Americans, these also turn up as part of the Rebel 
Yell and in shows like Xena, Warrior Princess. Transcribed, they would 
tend to look like Yayaya, wawawa, lalala, wuwuwuwu or yiyiyiyi, and 
be in the head voice part of the vocal register. It is projected through 
the bridge of the nose or top of the head, not focused in the throat. 
The Rebel Yell actually incorporates several of the sounds men-
tioned. Recent work by the Museum of the Confederacy shows three 
distinct parts to the yell, done in a non-coordinated cadence: a short 
high yelp, a low bark, and a long higher pitched yelp. Put all together, 
this creates a group cacophony akin to the Native American war cry, 
but with more bass, more variety, and more range.
Any one of these battle cries should be able to segue gracefully 
into the next theatrical development, usually combat. Transitions 
matter; finding a way to either have the battle cry fade into the sounds 
of combat or make an intentional shift in the auditory scoring of the 
Categories:
■Individual (Challenge/Intimidate) ■Individual (Warm-up)
■Individual (Release/Reassure) ■Individual (Charge)
■Individual (Commands) ■Group (Warm-up)
■Group (Challenge/Intimidate) ■Group (Rallying)
■Group (Charge) ■Group (Strategic Use)
For any fighter, either utilizing an individual cry or for the indi-
vidual within a group battle cry, the vocalization can accomplish a 
variety of tasks. Most obvious and immediate are the psychological 
benefits. It provides a release of fear and the accompanying physi-
cal and emotional tension, much like screaming on a roller coaster, 
while simultaneously attempting to intimidate the opponent. This 
can be a powerfully expressive tool in an actor’s arsenal. For trained 
soldiers, it can also bring up conditioned responses from chants 
used in training. The payoff does not end there, however. The lower 
register and breath quality of some of the battle cries and war chants 
also serves to connect the performer to their core and breath, as well 
as warm up their body in the pre-combat period of nervous waiting. 
Once actual combat has begun, this can segue into combat vocaliza-
tions that can help channel energy and maintain focus.
  Commands issued to units could also be included in these 
vocalizations, when coordinating shield or pike formations, musket 
lines, archery volleys, charges, etc. The familiarity of these calls from 
training also brings a reassuring level of routine in to an otherwise 
terror-inducing and chaotic battle. Dramatically, we can tell much 
of the state of an army, or a general, by the commands issued and the 
response to them. Do the soldiers competently snap to when given 
orders? Does the commander’s voice crack or strain or waiver? What 
is the relationship between the leader and his men? Much of this will 
come out of the commands and the response to them.
The group benefits from this tactical coordination, but can also 
use synchronized chants to maintain formations while moving to 
help group morale, muster pride, bravery, nationalism, aggression, 
etc., and help awareness of others in the formation by creating an 
auditory awareness of the group. It also amplifies the same intimi-
dation and other effects of the individual vocalization. At times it 
may be applied to specific tactical uses such as making a smaller unit 
sound like a larger one, or impersonating other units.
Especially when used in larger groups, these chants or cries are 
often augmented by instrumental accompaniment such as bagpipes, 
drums, flutes, or trumpets. The soldiers themselves can provide ad-
ditional elements through stomping, beating of swords on shields 
or spears on the ground, or other percussive elements. One fine 
example of this can be seen in the movie The Lord of the Rings: The Two 
Towers, when the Uruk-hai are beginning the attack on Helm’s Deep. 
When their march stops, and they face the opposing army, they begin 
stomping and beating their spears while calling out their non-verbal 
but vocal challenges, a fearsome sound that has the soldiers on the 
walls and the citizens in the caverns in dread of the battle to come. This 
came to the film through the Maori stuntmen and background actors 
playing many of the Uruk-hai, who, stuck doing all-night shoots 
under a rain machine for long periods of time, began doing a Maori 
haka to keep warm and their spirits up. This traditional war dance was 
incorporated partially in the form of that intimidating percussion.
The haka is actually a rich example to explore, as it incorporates 
many of the elements discussed here, allowing for both group cohe-
sion and personal showmanship. Best known today through the pre-
game haka of the New Zealand rugby team the All Blacks, the haka is a 
traditional narrative dance often associated with pre-war ritual (not 
too different from rugby, really), which was also commodified soon 
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syllable, generally with the last being the highest. To avoid damage 
from strain, the neck muscles need to stay relaxed, and posture and 
breathing are important.
Even among general group vocalizations, not all battle cries and 
war chants are non-verbal sounds; some can be quite explicit. I recall 
Tony Wolf once leading us in a haka as a warm-up for one of the final 
days of a Paddy Crean workshop, and translating the words roughly 
to “Our ancestors ate your ancestors, and we are going to eat you!” 
While it is easy for English speakers to view a haka for its phonetic 
qualities over the content, it is indeed a narrative spoken challenge.
Content-wise, war cries frequently invoke god, nation, death, 
duty, king, patriotism, family, history, exhortations (at them, faster, 
strike, etc.) and threats. Some have become famous (or infamous); 
“Allahu Akbar” (“God is great”) and “God Wills It” have resonated 
since the early Crusades at least. Similar themes pervade war chants 
worldwide. Many tribal, familial, or national war cries have been for-
malized in the mottos or slogans along with family crests in Europe. 
They include sayings translating to “Trust and go forward” (Clan 
Urquhart), “To The End” (Clan Ogilvy), or “Sons of the hounds, 
come here and get flesh” (Clan Cameron), “Let pass the banner” 
(Lords of Coucy), “In the thickest” (Lords of Tournon), as well as a 
wide variety of pleas to god, references to destruction, references to 
past victories or defeats (“Remember the Alamo!”), etc. This may be 
something to coordinate with the dramaturg of your productions, 
should interest in appropriate spoken battle cries exist beyond what’s 
provided in the script.
A World of Inspiration!
thanks to ridley scott’s childhood fondness for the movie 
Zulu, ancient Germanic barbarians (in Gladiator) apparently used 
the Zulu war chant uSuthu. Similarly, Ewoks use Native American 
style war chants. Find your inspiration where you will. Rarely will 
you be given explicit instructions on what to cry while charging in 
to battle, but with some knowledge human vocal capabilities, a bit of 
historical dramaturgy, and a touch of inventiveness, your options are 
as broad for your battle cry as they are for your choreography. 
Endnotes
1 Kiai are used in Japanese martial arts to help engage the body in a strike, to 
channel energy (ki), to intimidate an opponent, or at the extreme mystical end 
to directly affect the opponent’s life energy. They are designed for individual 
martial use.
scene as combat ensues is important. Vocalizations should continue, 
of course, but also indicate the change. This could include the usual 
grunting, straining, cries of pain or victory, or even something more 
formal like the kiai1 of Japanese martial arts, but these vocalizations 
are still differentiated from the war cry or battle cry.
Probably the most frequently used but least effective sound op-
tion is the open “AAAAAH.” We see this in countless portrayals of 
charges and battles, from animated Samurai charging each other in 
a duel to medieval armies rushing to do battle, or even in such dis-
tinctive characters as Tarzan. It can express fear, aggression, anger, 
and violent intent, but it also puts the most strain on the throat and 
uses a lot of air, making it likely unsustainable throughout a charge 
in to battle or over the course of a performance. Without rhythmic 
or pitch shifting elements, it is also limited in dramatic range for 
large groups and individuals; akin to generic sports crowd noise. 
This is the most generic choice, which is rarely something to aspire 
to in theatre or film.
Armies relying on coordinated spoken commands cannot make 
as much group noise. Confederate soldiers knew better than to use 
the rebel yell when trying to form ranks- it was generally used more 
for moments like bayonet charges. When individual commands 
do need to be heard over background elements, it is important to 
differentiate them through pitch or tone, in addition to the obvious 
volume demands. This is most likely to come up in times of muzzle 
loading firearms or coordinated pike or shield units, such as Roman 
infantry. Depending on how it is staged, the ‘alarums’ of battle in 
Shakespeare might also need to be heard over the sounds of fight-
ing. In our current military, the descendant of those group tactical 
calls can be seen in the commands of a drill sergeant; it is trained as 
“Command Voice,” with very specific vocal warm-ups suggested, 
specific pitch shifts involved to make the commands easier to hear 
and recognize, and the pronunciation given for each order. Within 
that, additional consonants and vowels may be added to the everyday 
pronunciation of a word in order to make it easier to sing it out as a 
cadence or command; Attention may become Huh-ten-SHUN!” or 
counting “HUP, TOOP, THREEP.”
Training for this type of command voice emphasizes Distinct-
ness, Loudness, Inflection, Projection, and Snap (usually short-
ened to DLIPS). We’ve all heard this in countless portrayals of 
drill sergeants calling out commands. Syllables are separated and 
vowels sometimes drawn out. A pitch change often happens on each 
Classes include: Cutlass Duel, Climbing & Rappelling, AlexandeRRRRRRR Technique, 
Found Weapons, Bar Room Brawl, and 4 Included Sails on the Tall Ship Windy.
Contact Zack or Orion at schwordsandschooners@gmail.com for more information.
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Stage combat: [A] distinct dramatic movement 
discipline where dramatic integrity is essential and 
the artist’s safety is paramount.1
T
heatre professionals and stage 
combat practitioners share a common 
career goal: to effectively and con-
vincingly tell a story to an audience. 
The art of storytelling is paramount 
to the dramatic field. The passing on 
of stories, morality tales, myths, and 
glimpses of the human condition 
are at the heart of theatre. All to of-
ten those dramatic conflicts result in 
violence, but the way stage violence is 
taught and the resulting performance 
is at time lackluster. As a combat and acting instructor I have tried to 
find out why, and begin to search for ways to alleviate the problem. 
The issue of dynamic and engaging stage combat should be a joint 
concern for directors, actors, and choreographers, despite their dif-
fering points of view and goals within the creative process because all 
persons in theatre are working towards telling the story. This is not to 
suggest that actors, directors, and choreographers belong to mutu-
ally exclusive disciplines, quite the opposite. By its very definition, 
stage combat is a distinct discipline, but one that intrinsically ties 
physically violent action with acting technique. Unfortunately, the 
introduction of stage combat in theatre training is often viewed as a 
separate entity, tragically divorced from theatrical storytelling and 
in-the-moment truth. When presented to audiences in such a way, 
scenes of violence commonly seem contrived and “staged,” which 
undermines the goal of effective storytelling. Further contributing to 
the divide are directors who insist actors figure out the stage violence 
themselves. Often this occurs when directors don’t understand what 
makes an effective fight, what fight choreography entails, and/or 
are trying to save money by not hiring a choreographer. Also prob-
lematic are actors so caught up in the technicalities of combat that 
acting moments never occur. Even some integration methods of 
stage combat classes in universities can be detrimental. To be clear, 
stage combat taught at the university level can be beneficial, however 
I have personally witnessed many students who practice unsafe and 
unconvincing stage combat receive passing or exceptional grades 
due to the pressure of GPA inflation and academic politics. The issue 
of academics and grading deserves more attention than this article 
is capable of addressing, so I will forgo delving into this exploration 
to focus on a potential way to heal the division and the bridge to the 
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concept of living truthfully under imaginary circum-
stances is both the foundational and cumulative es-
sence of Meisner’s approach to acting. Meisner best 
describes his approach during a classroom session: 
Acting is living under imaginary circumstances … a 
script is like a libretto … the text to which the composer 
adds music in an opera … An actor is like a composer. 
What you read in the book is only the merest indication 
of what you have to do when you really act the part.5 
From these three select foundational precepts, an integration of 
truthful and improvisational acting technique can be combined with 
the codified and rigid combat techniques that provide safety and an 
ease of learning.6
It is also necessary to address select concepts from the world of 
stage combat. While the ideas from Meisner’s approach were cho-
sen due to their foundational aspects and ability to integrate with 
existing stage combat techniques, the same criteria was utilized to 
select foundational stage combat techniques that can be influenced 
most by Meisner’s reality of doing. It is imperative that the follow-
ing concepts be clearly understood as to their use in stage combat:7
targeting: This foundational technique holds differing points 
of view from choreographers and teachers with regard to the 
pedagogical gap that has been created. One possible 
solution can be found in the implementation of San-
ford Meisner’s acting approach with the technique 
of stage combat.
The cornerstone techniques of Meisner’s ap-
proach to acting that will be the focus of the following 
integration include Pinch & Ouch, Reality of Doing, 
and the idea of “Living truthfully under imaginary 
circumstances.”2 These three principles have been 
selected due to the strength of their ability to integrate established 
combat technique with foundational philosophies in Meisner’s 
acting method. To begin, one must define the following key tenets:
Pinch & Ouch: A term by Sanford Meisner to explain that “[You] 
don’t do anything until something happens to make you do it. And 
what you do doesn’t depend on you; it depends on the other.”3 This 
is the idea that characters respond to external stimuli that they are 
unaware of until the moment of contact.
reality of Doing: The idea of truly engaging in the activity as an 
actor, which the character is engaging in, not pretending to do so in 
order to suggest a character’s action. The prime example is to “actu-
ally read that letter rather than to pretend to read a piece of paper 
with squiggly lines on it.”4
Living truthfully under imaginary circumstances: The 
Ryan Mcintire (long 
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In my classroom and workshops I stress that staged violence 
should be understood as the illusion of physical threat or harm to 
one’s self or to another as a result of the dramatic situation and this 
illusion is used to further enhance character development and overall 
plot. Unfortunately, character development, plot, and story arc are 
not always taught along with the introduction of stage combat. When 
these elements are divorced from fight scenes the results are often 
stunted and staccato, with little acting intent and anticipated action 
within the choreography. Furthermore, these action sequences are 
seemingly out of place when compared to the acting and presenta-
tion of the rest of the production.
With an understanding of underlying principles of some Meisner 
principles and stage combat techniques the work of integrating two 
related yet disparate concentrations can begin. It is important to 
understand that the process of integrating these two 
techniques cannot be completely covered within the 
scope of one article. I am therefore putting forth ideas 
and concepts to serve as a starting point from which 
further examinations may be made. My observations 
and suggestions come from years of training and 
implementation of both Meisner’s acting method 
and staged combat. 
Acting and stage combat are similar in many ways. 
Both require a firm understanding of the body, repeti-
tion and training, and build from basic techniques 
to refined performance. There has been, however, a 
fundamental way of thinking that has kept them sepa-
rate. Through conversations with fellow performance 
instructors and research of respected authors and 
performers such as Michael Cain, Robert Benedetti, and Michael 
Lugering, as well as those used as sources in this article, I have found 
that the dominant perspective of acting incorporates an intellectual 
and instinctual process, is full of spontaneity, emotion, and in-the-
moment reactions. Stage combat is viewed as an almost martial 
discipline with set patterns of attack and defense, athletic like drills, 
and antiquated terminology from France, Spain, and England. The 
rote memorization and application of cut/parry drills instills trust 
and safety in combatants, but loses the spontaneity and high-stakes 
nature found in the verbal sparring of actors. Of course this is not 
the case with all combatants. Many hard working professionals have 
found a balance between performance and combat. These actor-
combatants have received training from competent instructors as 
well as discovered ways to forego the rigidity of training to instill a 
true sense of character, danger, and objective.13 The integrated ap-
proach I am introducing here is designed to produce similar results 
by adjusting the way that combat is viewed and presented from the 
beginning of the learning/rehearsal process.
The established method of teaching combat can benefit from 
the implementation of Meisner’s basic approach. The truthful, 
spontaneous, and unplanned methodology is not in conflict with the 
structured, choreographed ways of stage combat. When introduced 
in the earliest moments of combat training and actor rehearsals, 
this approach can lead to profound understanding of character and 
vibrant, breathtaking fights. 
Within the teachings of the Meisner method an actor must por-
tray the truth within an imaginary circumstance. This can be seen in 
the foundational Meisner exercise of The Activity.14 In the exercise, 
actor A begins by engaging in a simple, repeatable, and specific ac-
tivity, such as making an origami eagle. Actor B knocks on the door 
three times, each knock done in a different way. A, while continuing 
the activity, describes aloud what each knock “says” to him/her. 
instructional and performance application. In its 
most basic form, targeting is aligning offensive 
movements with a specific part of the partner’s body. 
Within the broader scope of targeting there are two 
sub-categories consisting of off-line and on-line. A 
widely accepted definition of off-line targeting is:
The part of the body an attack is directed towards … 
Be sure that all your attacks are aimed exactly at their 
intended target, and that they stop three to six inches 
outside your opponent’s body.8
On-line targeting involves positioning a weapon 
directly at the other actor, inside the area of their 
body. For this article the method of off-line targeting 
will be used for the purpose of Meisner/Combat integration. 
The key idea of off-line targeting is keeping the blade outside 
the area of the opponent’s body. This is to keep actors safe, in case 
something unforeseen should occur. A blade that is on-line with the 
partner has the potential of hitting and/or wounding the other actor. 
Removing the weapon off-line by a few inches dramatically reduces 
the potential danger, yet remains an effective storytelling tool. Clear 
delivery of an attack to specific body parts not only keep actors safe, but 
also communicate the story of the attack effectively to the audience. 
Casting: Casting is a term used to describe how the energy of an 
attack is projected past or beyond the target. The action is similar to 
casting a fishing reel: 
When your blade arrives at this position [a few inches outside the 
opponents body], extend your sword arm as in fly-casting, aligning 
the sword with your outstretched arm, using the energy that flows 
from your properly positioned feet, hips, and torso. This gives a good 
theatrical illusion of striking something solid.9
Casting is the technique used primarily in an attack. 
Parry: Defined as “A defensive move that normally uses the 
blades … edge to block or deflect an attacking blade.”10 This action 
is what meets an attack with opposing force to convey the illusion of 
stopping the intended attack. The progressive learning of targeting, 
casting, and parries is well established by groups such as the Society 
of American Fight Directors.11
stage Violence: It may seem unnecessary to define such a com-
monly understood term such as violence. However for the purposes 
of theatrical combat, there needs to be an understanding of how 
violence is to be portrayed and applied. “The purpose and intent 
[of violence] are to show the impact and repercussions (emotional 
and physical) of a technique on an opponent … in a graphic/gory 
manner.”12
Above: 
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choreography. When taking an integrated approach, fight chore-
ographers must allow for exploration with actors. Choreographers 
should allow actors to work slowly and discover the various ways in 
which a sword can move, cut, thrust, and parry. Actors should not 
be instructed to cut to the right shoulder. Rather, they should be 
given the reality of cutting to eviscerate the arm, spilling blood and 
fraying muscle tissue. 
It is commonplace for actors to be provided spreadsheets of 
technical stage combat jargon. The paperwork is informational in 
the sense that it describes specific actions, but it is also removed 
from the psychological understanding of character and motivation. 
It is devoid of acting intent and serves only to recall choreography. 
In many respects it is the job of the actor to fill in the psychological 
Finally B then enters the room and both actors begin a repetition 
exercise. The Activity is used to help actors explore the reality of do-
ing their activity and dealing with distractions, as well as living as if 
the activity is tied to a high stakes outcome. 
Combat is predicated upon the ideas of imaginary circumstance 
and physical activity. And while stage weapons are blunted and 
inspected for safety, the character cannot know this. There must be, 
from the outset, a genuine, unguarded fear of the sword, which 
is imagined to be sharp. However, integration of living truthfully 
and the reality of doing extend far beyond imagining as if a weapon 
is sharp. Often when the flow of movement in fight choreogra-
phy looks stilted and devoid of acting it is because directors and 
actors view it as scripted, mechanical movement to be taught as 
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& Ouch when teaching attack & defense. The inher-
ent problem with choreography is that it is just that, 
choreographed. Within this context, actors know 
exactly what will transpire next, and what the appro-
priate response is to be, which increases anticipation 
and reduces in-the-moment discovery. This same is-
sue applies to scripted dialogue in the sense that an actor must organi-
cally generate each line of text as if for the first time. In the same way 
that dialogue generation is overcome through Meisner’s techniques, 
similar issues can be resolved with this approach to combat. 
Technique drills are a popular and effective way of teaching how 
to target and parry. The drills are used exhaustively in university 
classrooms and in much shorter ways during rehearsals to familiar-
ize actors with appropriate body movements. While these drills are 
easy to use and create a kinesthetic memory for the actor, they work 
against the goal of choreographing a scene of dynamic violence 
between characters. Incorporating the idea of Pinch & Ouch while 
teaching targeting and parrying would create not only dramatic ten-
sion within scenes, but also impart a true understanding of violence 
to actors. After the basics of targeting, casting, and parries are taught, 
the integrated approach allows actors to move from one offensive 
action with its defensive response to the next in a slow and controlled 
way. If a cut goes towards the right shoulder, then an appropriate 
parry comes to meet it. Actors should not do anything until they 
are made to do it, therefore they should not parry until the danger 
is imminent.16 The choreographer still teaches the carefully crafted 
choreography, but a true understanding of motivation, character, 
and danger give each move life and truthfulness that is often lack-
ing in staccato, plodding fight scenes. A robust and self-discovered 
pool of attacks, defenses, and movements instill actors with a sense 
and objective based needs of the character in the fight, 
however the choreographer should address this aspect 
of choreography early and provide paperwork that not 
only cues specifically detailed movements but informs 
the needs of the character as well. By doing so, chore-
ography can become more like the dialogue of a scene; 
the cuts and avoidances may be interoperated by the actor and are 
full of discovery and danger for the character. 
In order to develop engaging stage violence from the first mo-
ments of rehearsal, choreographers should encourage actors to 
understand the emotional and psychological life of the violence. 
Doing so enables actors to work with the choreographer in creat-
ing a dynamic scene full of acting moments and compellingly 
choreographed staged violence. Whether receiving training in the 
classroom or learning choreography in rehearsals actors can dis-
cover each cut, block, and thrust in a way that is in lockstep with the 
choreography and the truthful exploration of character they find in 
the rest of the play. 
Without question, fight choreographers are (and should be) high-
ly trained and dedicated experts. Many choreographers are quick to 
point out that “stage-combat is not real-combat.”15 This is true in that 
stage combat is not a martial or defensive disciple designed to harm 
others or prevent harm from an assailant. Choreographers, how-
ever, must also point out to actors and directors that stage combat 
is real acting. The early integration of the reality of doing can instill 
a sense of danger for the character and allow actors access to the 
emotional life of the combatant-character, all while observing the 
well-established rules of safety and technique.
Another fundamental area of learning and parlance, which is 
beneficial from marrying Meisner with combat, is the use of Pinch 
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stage combat profession. The intellectual and kinesthetic differences are 
enough to warrant a clear definition.
8 Girard p. 505, 190
9 Lane p. 67
10 Lane P. 281
11  The Society of American Fight Directors is an internationally recognized 
non-profit organization dedicated to promoting safety and fostering 
excellence in the art of stage combat.
12 Kreng P. 195
13 Lane p. 275
14 Silverberg P. 68
15 Chin, Lecture
16  There are established methods to the order of presentation, reaction, 
follow-through, and resolution by various stage combat organizations. 
This technique is not to suggest circumventing that safe method, but to 
allow for it to happen in an exploratory way.
17 Meisner p. 25
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of ownership in the violence. Furthermore an understanding and 
connection with the violence opens up the possibility of a compelling 
performance from many more actors of varying skill levels. 
Allow me to again use an example of an exercise, this time one 
that I use early in my combat classes. This exercise is one first taught 
to me by Fight Master J. David Brimmer called Cookie & Apple. Two 
actors start on all fours, facing each other while on a mat. A envisions 
a cookie behind B and crawls towards it. It is then that B redirects the 
path of A and prompts A to go for an apple instead. B does not want 
either the apple or cookie, but is encouraging A to make a healthier 
choice. The exercise continues, each actor increasing the level of 
desire for the cookie or apple. I use this exercise as a way to teach 
intent, energy redirection, scaled intensity, and body awareness. It 
is also how I begin to bring the idea of imaginary circumstance and 
character desire into my combat classes. This beginning exercise 
demonstrates how imaginary circumstances and characterization 
are key to the development of compelling scenes of combat, and in 
practice has the feel of an acting exercise. I am of the opinion this is 
due to the fact that combat and acting are tied to one another, and 
should always be presented as such.
Sanford Meisner said, “Acting is an art. And teaching acting is an 
art too, or it can be.”17 The same is true with combat; there is an art 
to violence on stage and there is an art to teaching it. Presented here 
is the beginning of an exploration toward integrating foundational 
teachings of theatre performance with the well-established rules of 
safety and mechanics for staged brutality. This integrated approach 
is a way into the psychology of dramatic violence and the visceral 
nature of performance. 
There is a system in place for combat that at times gets the job 
done. A disparate way of thinking of acting and combat does allow 
for safe fights in most cases; however it leaves a high probability of 
ineffectiveness. Over the years as I have talked with colleagues and 
mentors about modern stage combat techniques and the beginnings 
of the Society of American Fight Directors, of which I am a proud 
member, the codified rules and methods of application for stage 
combat came about due to a lack of a unified vocabulary, cohesion, 
and safety. I have no intention of suggesting that a total restructuring 
of effective combat instruction need occur, but instead a nuanced 
shift to allow for dynamic, in-the-moment discovery and accessibil-
ity to vetted acting techniques. Melding Meisner with stage combat 
is only one of many approaches in need of further investigation. My 
research and perspective presented here is generated from my time 
as student, instructor, choreographer, actor, and director. The ideas 
are only a small component of the larger, more important issue of in-
tegrating long-standing precepts in both acting and staged combat. 
I will continue to experiment and hone this particular integration; 
but it is my hope that others will do so as well. Through collaboration 
better methods of crafting compelling and dynamic engagements of 
violent drama will emerge. 
Endnotes
1 Girard p. 503
2 Silverberg p. 9
3 Meisner p. 34
4 Silverberg p. 5
5 Meisner p. 178-179
6  Improvisational in this case is to be understood as the acting technique 
used with the Group Theatre. Specifically the practice of “…general 
verbalizations of what we thought was an approximation of our situation in 
the play” Meisner p. 36.
7  I have heard targeting, casting, and violence used by directors and actors, 
but they were meant in very different ways than when used by those in the 
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Rancho lndalo 
An hour from Los Angeles, a world away from the crowd 
With almost 40 years of stage, film & television experience, 
working with performers including Harrison Ford, Michelle 
Pfeiffer, Josh Brolin, Christian Kane, and Placido Domingo, 
Anthony De Longis can give your skills the competitive 
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A
s you stalk through the forests of a far 
away alien world, your feral senses alert you to 
the presence of danger. With quarterstaff at the 
ready, you must defend your territory from a 
cleverly disguised invader. This was the setting 
I established as I prepared to do a scene from 
Avatar for my first SPT exam. However, this is 
not the story of the exam in its entirety. Rather, it 
is the chronicle of how an actor who had no prior 
combat experience and had spent her career act-
ing and working primarily in musical theatre, 
embraced her large blue-cat person “war cry!”
When I am not battling “galactic” forces, you will find me work-
ing as a musical theatre voice specialist at the University of Central 
Florida. It is here where I utilize my status daily as an Estill Voice 
Training Systems® Certified Master Teacher to help both acting 
and musical theatre majors in the application of the system to 
their daily voice work. Estill Voice Training Systems® is both an 
ongoing body of research about anatomy and its natural functions 
for vocal production, as well as a system of training in how to use 
that anatomy to healthfully produce sound for both speaking and 
singing. It is practiced by voice & speech professionals around the 
world in performance, classrooms, studios, and clinical settings. The 
research work, originally started by Josephine Estill (1921-2010), is 
continuing today by Estill practitioners at all levels of certification, 
Certificate of Figure Proficiency (CFP), Certified Master Teacher 
(CMT) and Certified Course Instructor (CCI).  
The practical training system is taught in two levels. Level I ex-
plores vocal maneuvers (or figures) utilizing the thirteen currently 
identified anatomical structures that have been shown to have a 
discernible effect on tone production. Thus the maneuvers taught in 
Level I function as both anatomy lessons and practical vocal training 
exercises. Level II builds upon the first level’s foundational tech-
nique using specific positions of the anatomy to create six distinct 
vocal qualities. These qualities allow the practitioner to adapt their 
vocal production to many spoken and singing styles.1
It was in utilizing one of the thirteen Level I figures, False Vocal 
Fold retraction, that I found a healthy approach to the vocalizations 
needed for the feline/humanoid character Neytiri in my quarter-
staff scene. The false vocal folds (FVFs a.k.a the ventricular folds) 
are primarily protective structures in the larynx. Observe their 
neutral position in Figure a. When the body engages in extreme 
effort, the kind one might encounter in performing a running long 
form attack in a quarterstaff fight, the false vocal folds’ natural re-
action is to constrict and close off the larynx to protect the airway, 
as in Figure b.2
According to the research conducted by voice scientists who’ve 
contributed to Estill Voice Training Systems®, there are two natural 
functions which counteract the constriction or retract the FVFs— 
laughing and crying.3 Refer to Figure c for this position. Since both 
constriction and retraction are natural functions, everyone instinc-
tively does them. However, exercises like high effort silent laughing 
or silent wide sobbing can help one develop an awareness of the re-
tracted state of the FVFs. With regular practice, a singer, speaker or, 
in this case, combatant, can learn to trigger this retraction without 
having to actually laugh or cry by creating the laryngeal posture of 
either device in relatively short order. Once achieved, retraction will 
eliminate strain and potential trauma to the true vocal folds during 
strenuous activity.
In my own rehearsals for the SPT exam, I retracted my FVFs prior 
to beginning a loud, extended yell. Doing this allowed me to practice 
the war cry repeatedly without significant vocal fatigue or any feel-
ings of vocal trauma, typically indicated by tickling, scratching or 
coughing sensations. While a single instance of vocal trauma is not 
likely to cause permanent damage to the true vocal folds, repeated 
constriction could eventually lead to pathologies including polyps 
and nodules. In addition to the “verbal freedom,” I also experienced 
a sense of ease and readiness in my entire torso, particularly in the la-
tissimus dorsi/upper back, achieved by the propitious effort required 
in other parts of my body to retract.  Maintaining this readiness and 
freedom was steady as long as I periodically checked in on the effort 
to retract the FVFs. Further, I did not tire as quickly when repeating 
the long form attack.
On the day of the SPT, and that can be a tiring day no matter 
which weapons are being tested, I applied my retraction practice to 
all vocalizations in each weapon style. This allowed for more vocal 
freedom and stability during dialogue and the benefits mentioned 
previously during more intense vocalization. By the time Neytiri, 
my character, tangled with Jake, my partner’s character, I was able to 
utter a war cry at full volume while performing a running long form 
attack diagonally across a large proscenium stage. Perhaps the best 
outcome of my preparation came after the SPT when I was still able 
to converse with fellow combatants without a hoarse voice. 
While I certainly used other parts of Estill Voice Training Sys-
tems® in the crafting of the exact timbre and amplitude of the war cry, 
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By Charles Conwell
E
pee dueling in the 20th century was typi-
cally ended by first blood with a successful 
thrust to the sword arm. The possibility of 
more serious injury could not be eliminated 
and was in some duels the desired goal. 
Although illegal and theoretically secret, 
these duels were attended by spectators, 
journalists, photographers, and sometimes, 
film crews. 
In 1924 Aldo Nadi, a 24-year-old Italian 
fencing champion challenged Adolfo Cotronei, a fencing critic for 
an Italian newspaper. Nadi had never been in a duel. Cotronei, in his 
forties, was the veteran of several duels including one earlier in the 
year with Georgio Santelli.
Nadi and Cotronei fought at the San Siro racetrack in Milan. They 
fought stripped to the waist. A white silk handkerchief tied around 
the wrist protected the arteries and veins. Dueling regulations stipu-
lated street gloves and street shoes. Each combatant was attended 
by a doctor who sterilized his combatant’s epee and was prepared 
to dress any wound sustained. The doctors could stop the duel at 
any moment by declaring their combatant unable to continue, but 
were reluctant to do so unless it was absolutely necessary. Early in 
the duel Nadi stabbed Cotronei in the wrist through the glove and 
silk handkerchief but received a thrust in his right forearm a quarter 
second later. The duelist’s paused to allow their doctors to attend to 
the wounds.
The duel lasted less than six minutes with several pauses. Cotro-
nei was stabbed three times in the arm and three times in the chest 
without serious injury. Nadi’s seconds pleaded with him to declare 
his honor satisfied and end the duel. Nadi refused. He was deter-
mined to inflict a serious injury. The thought of murder crossed his 
mind. In the face of Nadi’s determination, Cotronei placed his epee 
in his left hand, stepped forward, offered his right hand, and said, 
“Oh! I have had enough. Thank you.”1  The duel was over.  
Nadi wrote a moment-to-moment description of this experience 
in the introduction to his book On Fencing. 
In a duel, the fencer is compelled to execute an ultra-careful form 
of fencing, which, indeed, is an almost unworthy expression of the 
vast science he knows. No matter how courageous and great, the all-
out movements with which he nearly always scores in a bout would 
be unthinkable in a duel, because far too risky.2
Limiting his footwork to advances and retreats, Nadi had not yet 
lunged when Cotronei ended the duel. A photograph of this duel 
catches Nadi, a typically elegant fencer, in a very awkward position. 
Anything can happen under the stress of a life of death situation.
On March 30, 1958, Serge Lifar and Marquis de Cuevas con-
fronted each other in what the New York Times described as “What 
may have been the most delicate encounter in the history of French 
dueling.”3
Lifar, a 52-year-old choreographer, objected to changes Cuevas, 
a 72-year-old ballet impresario, made in Lifar’s ballet, Black and 
White. Lifar insisted he retained the rights to Black and White. Cue-
vas slapped Lifar in public. Lifar sent his seconds to his old friend, 
Cuevas, who refused to apologize, accepted the challenge, and chose 
epees as weapons.
The duel took place ten days after the offense at a private home 
50 miles from Paris. Cuevas spent the evening before the encounter 
conceiving a new ballet entitled The Duel. He announced that Lifar 
would be the choreographer.
The combatants agreed to end the duel at first blood and take a 
brief rest every two minutes. Each combatant had a second and a wit-
ness. A referee holding a cane supervised the duel. Both combatants 
fought with gloves on their right hand and with their shirt sleeves 
rolled to just over the elbow. Both fought with their left arms in the 
classic foil/epee position. The first two rounds were fought without 
injury. Cuevas fought with little footwork. Lifar advanced, retreated, 
and half-lunged. In the third round, Cuevas forced Lifar to retreat by 
advancing with his epee held straight out in front of him. Both men 
appeared exhausted in the last moments of the duel. In the seventh 
minute, Cuevas scratched Lifar’s right arm. It was not clear whether 
the wound was the result of skill or accident.
Immediately after the victorious injury, Cuevas turned from Lifar 
and burst into tears in the arms of his second. Lifar waited until a 
surgeon had bound his wound and tearfully embraced the Marquis. 
Lifar declared, “Blood has flowed! Honor is saved!”4
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Daore, Ribière’s fiancée wearing a leopard coat, rushed from the 
bushes into the arms of Ribière. They were scheduled to be married 
the next day. She had stayed out of sight during the duel so that she 
wouldn’t distract her future husband.
After the duel the antagonists spoke to reporters. Ribière com-
plained that “contrary to the rules of honor.”6 Defferre refused to 
shake his hand. Ribière explained as Ms. Daore dabbed the blood 
on his arm, “The affront had to be washed away by blood. As far as 
I am concerned, this has been done.”7 Deferre claimed that Ribière 
had been “green with fear.”8 Ribière denied this charge. “On the 
contrary,” he said, “if there are more of these doings like those of 
yesterday, I shall do battle again in another duel. I think I shall take 
up fencing as a sport.”9 Defferre countered, “All this is grotesque, ri-
diculous, and old-fashioned. I shall leave on the 5:15 to Marseilles.”10
Defferre was unrepentant about the affront, which instigated the 
duel. “He is still an idiot.” 11 
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The combatants shook hands for the cameras with Lifar’s ban-
daged arm conspicuously displayed. 
In 1967 Gaston Defferre and René Ribière fought what is proba-
bly the last duel in France. During a passionate debate in the National 
Assembly, Defferre, a socialist deputy and mayor of Marseilles, called 
Ribière, “an idiot!” Ribière, a Gaullist Deputy, sent two seconds to 
deliver his challenge. Defferre named two seconds. The seconds 
conferred after the close of the session and agreed on an epee duel 
the next day at noon.
The President of the Assembly summoned both men to his 
chambers that evening, but failed to resolve their dispute. Defferre 
refused to apologize and Ribière refused to revoke his challenge. 
Defferre told the press, “I want to get this over quickly. I have to 
be back in Marseilles tomorrow afternoon. Dueling is always 
grotesque. Let’s not talk about it.” Ribière said, “It was a matter 
of honor.”5
The site was officially secret because dueling was illegal and could 
be punished from six days to five years in prison. The press, however, 
attended and the duel was filmed and photographed. Ribière appears 
comfortable in close-ups with the film camera before Defferre ar-
rives. Defferre seems surprised and angry when he discovers the film 
crew and waves them away. The film of the fighting is shot through 
shrubbery at some distance. That afternoon a photo of the duel shot 
at close distance was spread over seven columns on the front page of 
a popular French newspaper. 
The duel took place at noon in a suburb of Paris in a secluded 
private garden belonging to friends of Ribière. Each duelist was at-
tended by two seconds. Both men wore white shirts with their sleeves 
rolled up. From a distance it appears that they do not wear gloves. 
Each had taken an hour-long fencing lesson that morning from the 
resident Maestro at the Palace Bourbon, the Assembly building with 
a salle d’armes among its athletic facilities. Defferre held his left arm 
in a classic epee position. Ribière held his left hand on his hip in the 
manner of a saber fencer.
The duel lasted four minutes. The footwork was cautious. Ribière 
used only advances and retreats. Defferre advanced, retreated, and 
used an occasional half-lunge.  Defferre scratched Ribière on the arm 
twice. After the second wound, Ribière declared his honor satisfied. 
The duelists were embraced by their respective seconds. Claudia 
Left to right: Nadi’s actual  
form during his duel with 
Cotronei (right) in 1924;
In a United Press Radio/Tele 
photo taken March 30, 1958, 
“The Marquis de Cuevas (left) 
and Serge Lifar (right) are 
shown ‘en garde’ before the 
beginning of [a] sword duel.”
The opposite perspective of  
the Lifar-Cuevas duel with press 
and various other observers.
Ribiere (left) and Defferre 
(right) measure each other 
during their April 21, 1967 duel.
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Orlando Shakespeare Theater 03/11/2012
Mr. Geoffrey Kent Dale Anthony Girard
Ryan Czerwonko  RD
Erich Dahne  RD   
Blu Fogarty  RD   
Adrienne Forsythe  RD   
Brad Frost  RD   
Ryan Gigliotti  RD   
Ashley Gilbert  RD   
David Hardie  RD   
Kraig Kelsey  RD   
Rachel Laslo  RD   
Amanda Leakey  RD   
Jennifer Palmer  RD   
Megan Pickrell  RD   
Michael Shenefelt  RD   
Carey Urban  RD   
Regent University 03/23/2012
Dr. Michael Kirkland Richard Ryan
Rachel Albrecht  UA   
Sharon Biermann  UA   
Ashley Dakin  UA   
Jeff Fazakerly  RD   
Christopher Graham  RD   
Cara Jewell  UA   
Andrew Lease  UA   
Ashley Manning  UA   
Michael Mc Lendon  UA   
Kristi Myers  UA   
Micah Orsetti  UA   
Marji Peters  UA   
Tim Stanlake  UA   




Robert Najarian Ian Rose
Robert Walsh
Milia Ayache  UA   
Trevor Campbell  UA   
Ron Carlos  UA   
Matthew Christian  UA   
Liza Dickinson  UA   
Alison Gregory  UA   
Dustyn Gulledge  UA   
Olivia Hendrick  UA   
Rose Hogan  UA   
Cloteal Horne  UA   
Carl James  UA   
Michael Kane  UA   
Luke Lehner  UA   
Lindsey Liberatore  UA   
Lisa Maley  UA   
Scotty Ray  UA   
Gail Shalan  UA   
Lanise Shelly  UA   
Moriah Thomason  UA   
Rolland Walsh  UA   
Lucas Woodruff  UA   
Alex Wright  UA   
John Zdrojeski  UA   
Emily Zickler  UA   
 
Regent University, Beach Bash 03/24/2012
Gregg Lloyd Scot Mann 
Danny Cackley UA-R
 
Andrew Miller  UA   
Enric Ortuno  SS   
Miriam Salzman  UA   
Lizzy Talbot  SS   
Keith Zouufaly  UA   
 
Virginia Tech 02/11/2012
Cara Elizabeth Rawlings Dale Anthony Girard
Bryanna Demerly  UA 
Noah Downs  UA   
Daniel Fissmer  UA   
Jordan Goldston  UA   
Emily Green  UA   
Kristin Macomber  UA   
Jordan Sarvay  UA   
Sarah Yorke  UA   
 
The Actor’s Gymnasium 02/26/2012
Charles Coyl David Woolley
Timo Aker  KN SS UA   
Noah Appelbaum  KN SS UA   
Fred Geyer  KN SS UA   
Gabriel Howard KN-R SS-R UA-R
 
Northwestern State University 
of Louisiana 03/03/2012
Jason Armit Mark Guinn
Marion Bienvenu  BS UA   
Timothy Callais  BS UA   
Drew Cothern  BS UA   
Sarah Folkins  BS UA   
Cory Germany  BS UA   
Shannon Harger  UA   
Dana Hart  BS UA   
Reshad Horton  BS UA   
Zachariah Judge  BS UA   
Kwame Lilly  BS UA   
Taylor Marrs  BS UA   
Myesha-Tiara McGarner  BS UA   
Cameron Metrejean  UA   
Sharla Mills  BS UA   
Brandon Moore  BS UA   
Johnathan Portier  BS UA   
Sarah Roberts  BS UA   
Tim Sandifer  BS UA   
William Sawyer  BS UA   
Jessica Smith  BS UA   
Domonique Terrell  BS UA   
Beau Wilson  BS UA   
 
Round House Theatre 03/04/2012
Casey D Kaleba Michael Chin
Megan Behm  UA   
Keegan Cassady  UA   
Lex Davis  SS UA   
Jennifer Finch  SS UA   
James Finley  UA   
Eamonn Foley  UA   
Amanda Gresco  UA   
Connor Hogan  UA   
Laura Horsting  UA   
Bess Kaye  UA   
Kristen Pilgrim  UA   
Jack Powers  UA   
JR Russ  UA   
Ashley San  UA   
Rachel Spicknall  UA   
Luke Tudball  UA   
Columbia College Chicago 05/11/2011
John McFarland Drew Fracher 
Bennett Decker Bonttero BS RD UA
Emily Darlington Cooke BS RD UA
Daniel Gallun BS RD UA
Monica Gilley BS RD UA
Liz Hamsher BS RD UA
Almir Limaj BS RD UA
Will Madden BS RD UA
Tyler Prinz BS RD UA
Tyler Vaughn BS RD UA
Jonathan Wallace BS RD UA
Nate Weiland BS RD UA
Adam Welsh BS RD UA 
MACE–Movement and Combat Education 01/07/2012









Ricki Ravitts J. Suddeth 
Nathan DeCoux KN-R UA-R   
 
Los Angeles Fight Academy 01/22/2012
Mike Mahaffey Charles Coyl
Forrest Lancaster BS
Cassidy Lemon  BS   
Kathryn Scott  BS   
Benjamin Thomas  BS   
 
Howard Community College 01/25/2012
Jenny Male Mark Guinn
Noah Bird  SS
Adrianne DuChateau  SS   
Brian Farrell  SS-R
Kathryn Hamilton  SS   
Jonas Loza  SS   
Erin MacDonald  SS   
Brendan O’Donnell  SS   
Karen Schlumpf SS-R
Jessica Welch  SS   
 
University of Maryland 01/29/2012
Jenny Male Charles Coyl 
Amie Root BS-R QS-R SMS-R 
Matthew Wilson BS-R QS-R SMS-R 
 
Ithaca College, London Centre 02/10/2012
Bret Yount Richard Ryan
Jeremy Ehlinger  UA
Pascale Florestal  UA   
Chris Hall  UA   
Location Date
Instructor  Adjudicator
Person Tested  Weapons Proficiency
BS Broadsword  KN Knife
QS Quarterstaff  RD Rapier & Dagger
SS Single Sword  SMS Smallsword
BSS Broadsword & Shield  UA Unarmed
Basic Pass  Recommended Pass -R Renewal Test
Put to the Test 
results of the safD’s skills Proficiency tests
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Clinton Tate KN UA   
Eli Williams  KN UA   
Roosevelt University 04/27/2012
Neil B. Massey Scot Mann
Charles Coyl 
Kelsey Andres  UA   
Anupama Bhatt  SS   
Liz Bollar  UA   
Ashley Braxton  UA   
Karla Breonne  UA   
Peter Byrne  UA   
Margaret Cook  SS UA   
Wesley Daniel  SS UA   
Brianne Duncan Fiore  SS   
Alexandra Gonzalez  UA   
Adam Gutkin  SS UA   
Jude Hansen  SS   
Derek Herman  UA   
Andrew Hubbard  SS   
Sarah Jordan  UA   
Anthony Kayer  SS   
Jacki Kleinfeld  SS UA   
Christopher Lafferty  SS   
Anthony-Jon LeSage  SS UA   
Ariella Marchioni  UA   
Kevin McAuliffe  UA   
Ryan McCrary  SS   
Matt Messina  UA   
Brendan Meyer  UA   
Caroline Mitchell  UA   
Sierra Naomi  UA   
Caleb Noel  UA   
Batuhan Ozturk  UA   
Lianne Rodriguez  UA   
Natalie Sallee  SS   
Daniel Sappington  UA   
David Schlumpf  SS   
Harrison Schneider  SS UA   
Brooke Singer  UA   
Aubrey Stanton  UA   
Danielle Strode  SS UA   
Cameron Turner  UA   
Karen Vance  SS UA   
P. Worley  UA   
 
Indiana University 04/28/2012
Adam Noble Charles Coyl
Amy Abelson  SS UA   
Anna Barncord  SS UA   
Andrew Benowich  SS UA   
Molly Casey  SS UA   
Brian Falaas  SS UA   
Katie Groneman  SS UA   
Patrick Kelly  SS  
Rachel Livingston  SS UA   
Lauren Lucas  SS UA   
John Machesky  SS UA   
Sean Magill  SS UA   
Shanta Parasuraman  SS UA   
Farrell Paules  SS UA   
Samantha Petry  SS UA   
Adam Rector  SS   
Macaulay Richards  SS UA   
Jaysen Wright  SS   
 
East Carolina University 04/28/2012
Jill Carlson Ian Rose 
Bethany Bondurant  BS   
Jillian Brocki  UA   
Zak Casca  BS UA   
Jim Dadosky  BS UA   
Robert DiDomenico  BS UA   
Robbin Heijerman  UA   
Nick Iyoob  BS UA   
Brett Nicol  BS UA   
Catherine Thomas  UA   
Michael Veale  BS UA   
 
Elizabeth Galalis  RD   
Elinor Garvey  UA   
Nathaniel Hamer  RD   
Kara Hankard  UA   
Justin Hart  RD   
Nancy Herriman  UA   
Jason Joseph  RD   
Kevin Joyce  RD   
Dan Klarer  RD-R UA-R
Alex Levitt  UA   
Jeff Long  UA   
Teddy Lytle RD-R UA-R
Lauren Morra  UA   
Arron Newton  UA   
Brooklyn Newton  UA   
Danielle Pedraza  UA   
Kelly Perez  RD   
Melissa Rand  UA   
Victoria Ratermanis  UA   
Sara Silva  UA   
Doug Soliwoda  UA   
Megan Spaulding  UA   
Lindsey Steiert  UA   
Daniel Taylor  UA   
Keith Vartanian  UA   
Brian Walters  RD   
Kaleb Wells  RD   
 
Mason Gross School of the Arts, 
Rutgers University 04/25/2012
J. Suddeth J. David Brimmer
Bix Bettwy  UA   
Sharod Choyce  UA   
Crystal Cowling  UA   
Michael Donovan  UA   
Claire Dyrud-Young  UA   
Meghan Fisher  UA   
Kristin Fulton  UA   
Kristin Harlow  UA   
Albert Johnson  UA   
Samuel Leichter  UA   
Angel Moore  UA   
Allyson Namishia  UA   
Brandon Rubin  UA   
Chelsea Spack  UA   
Andrew Start  UA   
Katherine Villanove  UA   
 
University of North Carolina 
School of the Arts 04/26/2012
John Scheidler Dale Anthony Girard
Bobby Allan  KN UA   
Gabe Arant  KN UA   
Ellie Barone  KN UA   
Michael Berry  KN UA   
David Bowen  BSS   
Aundria Brown  KN UA   
Kevin Carillo  KN UA   
Kayla Carter  KN UA   
Joe Cooley  KN UA   
Miles Duffield  BSS KN UA   
Isabelle Ellingson  KN UA   
Noelle Franco  KN UA   
Gus Halper  KN UA   
Mary Kate Harris  KN UA   
Ray Huth  SMS   
Lauren Karaman  KN UA   
Michael Labbadia  KN UA   
Elizabeth Lail  KN UA   
Julianne Lawson  KN UA   
Carissa Meagher  KN UA   
Madeleine Meigs  KN UA   
Jacob Owen  KN UA   
Devinron Ready  KN UA   
Will Rives  UA   
Lorenzo Roberts  KN UA   
Leighton Schlanger  SMS   
Max Stampa-Brown  KN UA   
Swordplay 03/24/2012
Joseph T Travers Ian Rose
Alexis Black  KN   
Giselle Chatelain KN-R
Paola Gonzalez KN-R
Jordan Kaplan  KN   
Alan Kendall  KN   
Kelly Malone  KN   
Jack McKeane  KN   
 
University of Alabama 03/25/2012
Mr. Geoffrey Kent Dale Anthony Girard
Stephen Brunson  SS   
Peyton Conley  SS   
Amy Handra  SS   
Jeffrey Horger  SS   
Abby Jones  SS   
Rebecca Kling  SS   
Jessica Knight  SS   
Matt Lewis  SS   
 
The Lee Strasberg Institute 03/26/2012
J. Suddeth J. David Brimmer
Luis Baena  UA   
Catherine Beckett  UA   
Ryan Dreyer  UA   
Akshay Gaddam  UA   
Ethan Itzkow  UA   
Margaret Martinetti  UA   
Dan McCarthy  UA   
Ella Metuki  UA   
Saltanat Naunuzbayeva  UA   
Rahul Soman  UA   
Rafael Svarin  UA   
 
College-Conservatory of Music 03/30/2012
k. Jenny Jones Drew Fracher
Kristopher Dean  QS   
Hope Shangle  QS   
Caroline Shannon  QS   
Alec Siberblatt  QS   
 
LA Tech Stage Combat Workshop 04/07/2012
Matthew Ellis Mark Guinn
Leraldo Anzaldua k. Jenny Jones
H. Russ Brown 
Matthew Bass BSS-R 
Brianna Case BSS-R SMS-R
Paul Pharris BSS-R SMS-R
 
Illinois State University/
Illinois Wesleyan University 04/24/2012
Paul Dennhardt Charles Coyl
Kirsten Andersen  BS
Jeb Burris  RD   
Andrea Cain  BS   
Casey Cudmore  BS UA   
Jessie Dean  BS   
Megan Francomb  BS   
Michael Gamache  BS UA   
Michael Holding  BS UA   
Josh Innerst  BS   
Molly Lewis BS   
Kate McDermott  BS UA   
Ben Mulgrew  BS UA   
Melisa Pereyra  BS   
Zack Powell  BS   
Roz Prickel  BS UA   
Ian Scarlato  BS UA   
Isaac Sherman  BS   
Emily Smith  BS UA   
Marek Zurowski  BS RD   
Pace University 04/24/2012
Michael Chin Ian Rose
Spencer Bazzano  RD
Colin Buckingham  RD   
Reis Daniel  UA   
Deanna Frederick  RD   
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Lukas Brasher-Fons BS RD UA   
Joanna D’Aloisio  BS RD UA   
Bailey Heinz  BS RD UA   
Estafan Hernandez  BS RD UA   
Iair Kaplan  BS RD UA   
Kate Lass  BS RD UA   
Sharisse Manning  BS RD UA   
Julia Plale  BS RD UA   
Janissa Saricino  BS RD UA   
Leeron Silberberg  BS RD UA   
Donald Smith  BS RD UA   
Gary Tremble  BS RD UA   
 
Duke University 05/02/2012
Jeff A.R. Jones Dale Anthony Girard
Tyler Bray  UA   
Willson Buchanan  UA   
Lance Co Ting Keh  UA   
Robert Kollenberg  UA   
Thomas Koutsogiannis  UA   
Zach Michaelov  UA   
Kishan Patel  UA   
Perry Simmons  UA   
Jennifer Villa  UA   
Kirsten Walther  UA   
 
University of Florida 05/02/2012
Tiza Garland Charles Coyl
Jazmine Dinkins  RD UA   
Joshua Hamilton  RD UA   
Annelih Holganza  RD UA   
Katie Pankow  RD UA   
Davida Tolbert  RD UA   
Joseph Urick  RD UA   
 
NYU/TSOA  05/03/2012
J. David Brimmer Ian Rose
Ali Ali  UA   
Ilona Castro  UA   
Laura Crone  UA   
Glen Feinstein  UA   
Ian Mortensen  UA   
Brennan Pickman-Thoon  UA   
Jefferson Reardon  RD UA   
Keshia Smith  UA   
Arielle Thomas  UA   
 
Northern Kentucky University 05/03/2012
Jonathan Baca Charles Coyl
Christopher Anderson  SS UA   
Drew Blakeman  SS UA   
Aaron Davidson  SS UA   
Brian Haller  SS UA   
Nick Howrey  SS UA   
Christen Jenkins  SS UA   
Rex Martinez  SS UA   
Kendra Shipley  SS UA   
 
Columbia College Chicago 05/03/2012
David Woolley Michael Chin
Bennett Bottero  QS SS SMS   
Megan Chaperon  QS SS SMS   
Kate Gerston  QS SS SMS   
Monica Gilley  QS SS SMS   
Grace Gimpel  QS SS SMS   
Chloe Godard  QS SS SMS   
Elizabeth Kummer  QS SS SMS   
John Mobley  QS SS SMS   
Aydan Quinn  QS SS SMS   
Eddie Reynolds  QS SS SMS   
Sasha Smith  QS SS SMS   
Daniel Zuniga  QS SS SMS   
 
Columbia College Chicago 05/03/2012
David Yondorf Michael Chin
Megan Caccamo  BS RD UA   
August Gallagher  BS RD UA   
Brandi Jackson  BS RD UA   
Victoria Johns  BS RD UA   
Samantha Modigliani  RD   
Elizabeth Parot  RD   
Alexandra Rightmeyer  RD   
Mary St. Angelo  RD   
 
Boston SPT/SPR 04/29/2012
Adam Mclean Ian Rose
Teri Gamble  UA   
Cameron Gosselin  RD   
Kelly Malone  RD   
Anna Newbury  KN QS RD SS   
Amie Root  KN-R QS-R RD-R SS-R 
 
University of Illinois, 
Urbana-Champaign 04/30/2012
Robin Mcfarquhar David Woolley
Aurora Adachi-Winter  SS SMS UA   
Samuel Ashdown  QS SMS   
Neela Barron  SS SMS UA   
Carley Cornelius  QS SMS   
Mike DiGirolamo  QS SMS   
Ethan Gardner  QS SS SMS UA   
Luke Grimes  SS SMS UA   
Nile Hawver  QS SS SMS UA   
Laura King  SS SMS UA   
Kelson McAuliffe  SS SMS UA   
Robert Montgomery  SS SMS UA   
Katie Norman  SS SMS UA   
Dana Parker  SS SMS UA   
Julian Parker  SS SMS UA   
Tyrone Philips  SS SMS UA   
Jess Prichard  QS SMS   
Christopher Sheard  QS SMS   
Julia Skeggs  SS SMS UA   
Bri Sudia  QS SMS   
Jessica Turner  SS SMS UA   
Tyler Voss  SS SMS UA   
Coy Wentworth  SS SMS UA   
Mark West  SS SMS UA   
 
Western Illinois University 04/30/2012
D.C. Wright Charles Coyl
Mark Anderson  RD   
Charles Bain III  RD   
Andrew Behling  RD   
John Blickhan  RD   
Alejandro Buceta  RD   
Nathan Bush  RD   
Sagan Drake  RD-R  
Jonathan Gatesman  RD   
kody jones  RD   
Theodore Mueller  RD   
Michelle Ogden  RD   
Brenna Palfi  RD   
 
Mercer University 05/02/2012
Scot Mann Mark Guinn 
Cohen Bickley  KN UA   
Justin Burchett  KN UA   
Isaac Callahan  BS KN SMS UA   
John Farrington  UA   
Leeanne Griffin  BS KN SMS UA   
Bryson Jones  KN UA   
Daniel Larson  KN UA   
Patrick Mathis  KN UA   
Liam McDermott  KN UA   
Braeden Orr  KN UA   
Stephen Preston  KN UA   
Sean Rayburn  KN UA   
Daniel Robinson  UA   
Shaynna Rodrigues  KN UA   
Sarah Stitt  BS KN SMS UA   
Monica Titus  BS KN SMS UA   
Katherine Trotter  KN UA   
Sheri Wilson  KN UA   
 
Columbia College Chicago 05/02/2012
John Mcfarland Michael Chin
Nathan Allen RD-R
University of Arizona 04/28/2012
Brent Gibbs Mark Guinn
Sarah Baron  BS RD UA   
Aaron Blanco  BS BSS RD UA   
James Conway  BS BSS RD UA   
Cody Davis  BS RD UA   
Jacklyn DellaTorri  BS RD UA   
Nick Dugan  BS RD UA   
Adrian Gomez  BS RD UA   
Andrew Jacobson  BS RD UA   
Kelsey Johnson  BS RD UA   
Caitlin Kiley  BS RD UA   
Robert Don Mower  BS RD UA   
Max Nussbaum  BS RD UA   
Taylor Rascher  BS RD UA   
Michael Reasor  BS BSS RD UA   
Erica Smith  BS RD UA   
Patrick Spencer  BS RD UA   
Caitlin Stegemoller  BS RD UA   
 
University of Houston–
School of Theatre & Dance 04/28/2012
Brian Byrnes k. Jenny Jones
Chris Battle-Williams  QS SS UA   
Kayla Brown  QS UA   
Domonique Champion  QS   
David Clayborn  QS   
Sarah Cortez  QS SS UA   
Colin David  QS SS UA   
Miguel Garcia  QS   
Sarah Heddins  QS SS UA   
Shannon Hill  QS SS UA   
Joshua Hoppe  QS SS UA   
Kevin Lusignolo  QS SS UA   
Martel Manning  QS SS UA   
Zoquera Milburn  UA   
Philip Orazio  QS SS UA   
Craig Putman  QS   
Jason Ronje  QS SS UA   
Tim Sailer  QS SS UA   
Laurel Schroeder  QS SS UA   
Matt Severyn  QS SS UA   
Laurel Schroeder  QS-R
Matt Severyn  QS-R
 
Christopher Newport University 04/28/2012
Gregg Lloyd Scot Mann
Lindsay Billmeyer  RD UA   
Chrissy Brinkman  BS RD   
Annie Brunk  RD UA   
Josh Clary  BS RD   
Natalie Dehart  RD UA   
Matthew Desjardins  BS RD   
Molly Donahue  BS RD   
Renae Erichsen  RD UA  
Leah Kelley  RD UA   
Gina Laguzza  RD UA   
Martin Lawrence  BS RD   
Derek Marsh  RD UA   
Jeffery Miller  RD UA   
Austin Pike  BS RD   
Tim Schwartz  BS RD   
Levi Shrader  RD UA   
Caitlin Sneed  BS RD   
Christopher Tedrow  BS RD   
Lauren Whitley  RD UA   
 
Hofstra University 04/29/2012
Robert Westley Dale Anthony Girard
Maximillian Baudisch  RD   
James Crichton  RD   
Cody Dericks  RD   
Kaitlin Frisch  RD   
Stefanie Harris  RD   
Megan Heverin  RD   
Eliza Hill  RD   
Katherine Hussey  RD-R
Danielle Letsche  RD   
Taylor Lynne RD-R
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Coral Smith RD SS UA  
Gianfranco Svagelj  RD UA   
Katherine Talmadge  RD SS UA   
Andres Tessari  RD SS UA   
Avalon Tolbert  SS UA   
 
College-Conservatory of Music 05/26/2012
k. Jenny Jones Scot Mann
Ian  RD UA   
Jack Conroy  RD UA   
Kate Daugherty  RD UA   
Ellie Jameson  RD UA   
Will Kiley  RD UA   
Brynn Langford  RD UA   
Massa Molly  RD UA   
Clifford Nunnely  RD UA   
Ty Olwin  RD UA   
Callie Schuttera  RD UA   
Mariel Tompkins  RD UA   
 
North Hennepin Community College 05/27/2012
Michael Anderson Charles Coyl
Zach Miller  KN RD UA   
Corey Mills  KN RD UA   
David Schneider BS-R SS-R 
Kayla Sechler  KN RD UA   
Miranda Shunkwiler  KN RD UA   
Mike Speck BS-R SS-R 
Mark Stewart  KN RD UA   
Bryn Tanner  KN UA   
Michael Turner  KN RD UA   
 
Dynamic Presence Project 05/30/2012
Adam Noble Charles Coyl
Amy Abelson  KN   
Anna Barncord  KN   
Hallie Baumann  KN   
Koren Cashner  KN   
Evelyn Gaynor  KN   
Kaitlin Groneman  KN   
Matthew Herndon  KN   
Matt Keeley  KN   
Patrick Kelly  KN   
Aaron Kirkpatrick  KN   
Courtney Lucien  KN   
John Machesky  KN   
Sean McCarther  KN   
Adam Rector  KN   
Macaulay Richards  KN   
Amy Tilles  KN   
 
Central Illinois Stage Combat 
Workshop 2012  06/03/2012
D.C. Wright Charles Coyl
John Tovar 
Jeremy Earl  KN QS SMS UA   
Christopher Elst BS-R KN-R QS-R SMS-R
Melissa Freilich  QS SMS   
Caitlyn Herzlinger BS-R KN-R QS-R SMS-R 
Jean Monfort  QS SMS   
Aaron Preusse  BS QS SMS UA   
Amie Root  KN-R SMS-R UA-R
J. Spring  QS SMS   
Hefler Taryn  QS SMS   
Joshua Willis  BS QS SMS   
Rory Wood  QS SMS   
 
Wright State University 06/04/2012
Jonathan Baca Charles Coyl
Ian Blanco  RD SS UA   
Dani Cox  RD SS UA   
Lauren Deaton  RD SS UA   
Aziza Macklin  RD SS UA   
Jenyth Rosati  RD SS UA   
Zach Schute  RD SS UA   
Tess Talbot  RD SS UA   
 
Michael Goldstein  SMS   
Ahmad Helmy  SMS   
Mia Joshi  SMS   
Kerry Keihn  SMS   
Gavin Rohrer  SMS   
Ali Stoner  SMS   
Gracie Terzian  SMS   
Megan Tiller  SMS   
Paul Truitt  SMS   
 
Arcadia University 05/11/2012
J. Alex Cordaro J. Suddeth
Amanda Brandt  RD   
Charlit Daecharkhom  RD   
Jaylene Gawlinski  RD   
Jeffrey Moorhead  RD   
Meghan Wahl  RD   
 
The A-Town Throw Down 05/12/2012
T. Fulton Burns Scot Mann
Lee Soroko Jay Burckhardt











Savage Mountain Stage Combat Club 05/12/2012
Darrell Rushton Michael Chin
Hannah Blankenbeckler  SS   
Mark Bowling  SS   
Eric Brown  QS SS   
Hannah Deprey-Severence  QS SS   
Jackson Emch  SS   
Peregrine Herlinger  QS SS   
Gregory Isaacs  QS SS   
 
Swordplay 05/13/2012
Joseph T Travers J. Suddeth
Deanna Cirincione  BS   
Giselle Chatelain BS-R
Dwayne Duprey  BS   
Michael Gilbert  BS   
John Kollmer BS-R
Frances Pu  BS   
Joseph Robinson  BS   
Ian Roettger BS-R
Eugene Solfanelli BS-R
Emily Stine  BS   
 
Adelphi University Spring 2012 05/15/2012
Ray A. Rodriguez Michael Chin
Taylor Abreu  SS   
John Anantua  SS   
Amy Bettina  SS   
Amber Cicone  SS   
Richard Corragio  SS   
Daniel DeMarco  SS   
Lisa Gaylord  SS   
Amanda Geraci  SS   
Alixandra Golden  SS   
Jonathan Kenny  SMS   
Jillian Kerkhoff  SMS   
Armand Lane  SS   
John Maddoloni  SS   
Matthew Marteney  SMS   
Galway McCullough SMS-R 
Joshua Minton  SS   
Nicolas Moneta  SS SMS   
Andrew Moss  SS SMS   
Rivka Noskeau  SS-R
Ian Petersen  SS   
Caitlyn Piccirillo  SS   
Kyle Smith  SS SMS   
Mike Topoezer  SMS   
Pat Zinnanti  SS   
Stephen Zuccaro  SS   
 
Elgin Community College 05/15/2012
Dr. Stephen Gray Richard Raether
Dan Almario  UA   
Tonia Conte  UA   
Joshua Dodson  UA   
Jacob Fontana  UA   
Timothy Galvin  UA   
Anthony Hernandez  UA   
Sean Jaster  UA   
Katie Lawrence  UA   
Julien Moore  UA   
Katheryn Pucillo  UA   
Jessica Quigley  UA   
Tyler Trotter  UA   
 
Louisiana Tech University 05/18/2012
Mark Guinn Scot Mann
Holly Bricker  QS   
Tom Comb  KN QS   
Matthew Ferguson  KN QS   
Ryan Gentry  KN QS SMS   
Alicia Goodman  KN QS   
Jake Guinn KN-R
Timothy Kersey KN-R QS-R RD-R  
Kelsey Mardis  KN QS   
Sara Murdock  KN QS RD   
Rachael Pace  KN QS   
Taylor Pittman  KN QS   
Benjamin Porch  KN-R  
Payton Wilburn  KN QS   
 
University of Miami 05/18/2012
Lee Soroko Scot Mann
Andrew Baldwin BS-R
Grace Douglas  BS   
Ryan Phillips  BS   
 
Towson University 05/20/2012
Jenny Male Charles Coyl
Lauren Cartwright  RD   
Chris DiGregorio  BS RD   
Adrianne DuChateu  BS RD UA   
Joe Grasso KN-R RD-R
Jamie Jager  BS RD UA   
Kristen Kelso  UA   
Amanda Killman  BS RD   
Chris Niebling  KN-R RD-R
Brendan O’Donnell  BS RD UA   
Kelsey Painter  BS RD UA   
Linda Pipelow  RD   
Eric Poch  BS RD UA   
Owen Shaw  BS UA   
Matt Shea  BS RD UA   
Elizabeth van den Berg  RD   
 
Savannah College of Art and Design 05/25/2012
Martin Noyes Scot Mann
Bronson Adams  SS UA   
Jorge Bolanos  SS UA   
Anna Bowman  RD SS UA   
Maddie Buxton  RD SS UA   
Thomas Ciarleglio  RD SS UA   
Nicolas Cubillos  RD SS UA   
Jose De Leon  SS UA   
Estefany Gomez  RD SS UA   
Holly Hubbell  RD SS UA   
Abby Huffstetler  RD SS UA   
Gina Hughes  SS UA   
Hannah Jenkins  RD SS UA   
Amanda Jennings  RD SS UA   
George Labusohr  SS UA   
Mariah Leath  RD SS UA   
Glenn-Dale Obrero  RD SS UA   
Max Reinhardsen  RD SS UA   
Miranda Robbins  RD SS UA   
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Je rey Moorhead  BS RD UA   
Nate Morris  BS RD UA   
Trevor Olds  BSS SS SMS   
Joshua Parrott  BS RD UA  
Franco Pejoves  BS RD UA   
Andrew Perez  BS RD UA  
Aaron Preusse  BSS SS SMS  
Teague Quillen  BS RD UA  
Mark Rosenthal  BSS SS SMS  
Tori Rough  BS RD UA  
Zoe Ruth  BS RD UA  
Ron Seeto  BS RD UA  
Jenn Sisko  BS RD UA  
Isaac Spooner  BS RD UA  
Mary St.Angelo  BS RD UA   
Jason Via  BS RD UA   
Matthew Walker  BS RD UA  
Brian Weitz  BSS SS SMS   
Michael Williams  BSS SS SMS   
Madeleine Winward  BS RD UA   
National Stage Combat Workshop – SPRs 07/27/2012
H. Russ Brown Geo rey Alm
J. Alex Cordaro  Brian Byrnes
Robert Westley Charles Coyl
Michael Yahn Dale Anthony Girard
Mark Guinn k. Jenny Jones
J. Suddeth
Brad Eick BS-R KN-R RD-R UA-R 
Lee Friedman BS-R RD-R UA-R
Jayme Green  RD KN-R
Rowan Johnson BS-R RD-R UA-R
Casey Matteson  BS-R KN-R RD-R UA-R 
Samantha McDonald BS-R RD-R
David Miller BS-R RD-R UA-R
Trevor Olds BS-R RD-R UA-R 
Aaron Preusse  RD BS-R KN-R UA-R
Alicia Rodis BS-R RD-R
Mark Rosenthal BS-R KN-R RD-R UA-R 
Nicolas Santana RD-R
Leighton Schlanger KN-R
Brian Weitz BS-R KN-R RD-R UA-R
Michael Williams BS-R RD-R UA-R
The Actor’s Gymnasium Spring 2012 06/10/2012
Charles Coyl David Woolley
Timo Aker  RD   
Noah Appelbaum  RD   
Paul Chakrin  RD   
Samantha Egle  RD   
Christina Gorman  RD   
Gabriel Howard  RD   
Loren Jones RD-R 
Robert McConnell  RD   
Mark Penzien  RD   
Kristina Reyes  RD   
Isaac Schoepp  RD   
Dru Smith  RD   
Zev Steinberg  RD-R 
Wyatt Weber  RD   
The Lee Strasberg Theater and 
Film Institute 06/18/2012
J. Suddeth J. David Brimmer
Tashmina  UA   
Susie Cahn  UA   
Fenella Chudoba  UA   
Gabriela Duarte  UA   
Christian Lemberg  UA   
Anna Loudner  UA   
Leonardo Salerni  UA   
Luke Smith  UA   
Sarah Suzanne  UA   
Alanna Whieldon  UA   
Beril Zaman  UA   
Cherokee Historical Association 07/22/2012
Edward Sharon J. Suddeth
Nikolas Carleo  KN  
Caitlin Cullen  KN  
Christopher Diaz  KN  
Austin Freeman  KN  
Michelle Honaker  KN  
Joshua Hunt  KN  
Deanna Jelardi  KN  
Melissa Jones  KN   
Aisha Melhem  KN  
Dani Miguel  KN  
Matthew Nersinger  KN  
Kathleen Pohlheber  KN   
David Quinones  KN  
Richard Rosenthal  KN  
Samantha Sayers  KN  
Zach Snyder  KN  
Nicholas Stevens  KN  
Allen Tedder  KN  
Claire Walton  KN  
National Stage Combat Workshop – SPTs 07/27/2012
Geo rey Alm Geo rey Alm
H. Russ Brown J. David Brimmer
Brian Byrnes Brian Byrnes
Dale Anthony Girard Michael Chin
Mark Guinn Charles Coyl
J. Suddeth Dale Anthony Girard
J. Suddeth Mark Guinn
k. Jenny Jones Ian Rose
William Adams  BS RD UA  
Mark Baer  BS RD UA  
Kathryn Bennett  UA   
Sage Brown  BS RD UA   
Tyler Buckingham  BS RD UA   
Dave Burford  BS RD UA  
Brian Carolino  BS RD UA   
Jessi Durham  BS RD UA   
Brad Eick  BSS SS SMS   
Zach El-Oqlah  BS RD UA  
Andy Felt  BS RD UA   
Matt Felten  BS RD UA  
Garth Fitzpatrick  BS RD UA   
Lee Friedman  BSS SS SMS   
Jared Hanlin  BS RD UA  
Peter Hargarten  BS RD UA  
Lauren Harries  BS RD UA   
Nathan Jackson  BS RD UA  
Rowan Johnson  BSS SS SMS   
Caleb Lawton  BS RD UA   
Casey Matteson  BSS SS SMS   
James Mikijanic  BS RD UA  
David Miller  BSS SS SMS  
Those who meet or exceed 
the standards of the 
SAFD‘s Skills Profi ciency 
Test are listed in the Put 
to the Test section of The 
Fight Master in order to 
give proper recognition 
to the hard work that 
goes into each test. 
However, PttT is a work 
in progress and errors 
may occur in the entry 
of data. If an inaccuracy 
is detected please notify 
the Editor-in-Chief so that 
the discrepacy can be 
rectifi ed and proper credit 
restored to the deserving 
party.The creators of 
this publication take the 
accomplishments of their 
fellow combatants very 
seriously and wish to show 
that by representing the 
most accurate information 
possible.
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advanced actor Combatant
Any individual who is current in six of eight 
SAFD disciplines, of which at least three 
(3) must be recommended passes and is 
a member in good standing. The SAFD 
acknowledges Advanced Actor Combatants 
as highly skilled performers of staged 
fighting.
fight master
Individuals who have successfully fulfilled 
the requirements of Fight Master as 
established and published by the Governing 
Body and awarded recognition by the current 
body of Fight Masters (College of Fight 
Masters). Individuals must be members 
in good standing and engage in continued 
active service to the Society.
friend
One need not be a stage fighter, teacher,  
or choreographer to join and be active  
in the SAFD. Any individual who has an 
interest in the stage combative arts who 
wants to keep abreast of the field and  
receive all the benefits of memberships  
may join as a friend.
Certified teacher
Any individual who has successfully 
completed the SAFD Teacher Certification 
Workshop. These individuals are endorsed 
by the Society to teach staged combat and 
may teach the SAFD Skills Proficiency Test.
actor Combatant
Any individual who has passed an SAFD 
Skills Proficiency Test and is current in 
Unarmed, Rapier & Dagger (or Single 
Sword), and another discipline. The SAFD 
considers Actor/Combatants to be proficient 
in performing staged combat safely and 
effectively.
fight Director
Any individual who has held the status 
of Certified Teacher of the SAFD for 
a minimum of three years and has 
demonstrated through work in the 
professional arena a high level of expertise 
as a teacher and choreographer of staged 
combat. These individuals are endorsed by 
the Society to direct and/or choreograph 
incidents of physical violence.
is a publication of
The Society of American Fight Directors
The Society of American Fight Directors is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to promoting safety and fostering 
excellence in the art of directing stage combat/theatrical violence. The SAFD is committed to providing the highest level of 
service to the field through initiating and maintaining guidelines for standards of quality, providing education and training, 
promoting scholarly research, and encouraging communication and collaboration throughout the entertainment industry.
The SAFD recognizes members at a variety of levels, including Fight Master, Fight Director, Certified Teacher, 
Advanced Actor/Combatant, Actor/Combatant and Friend. SAFD members have staged or acted in countless numbers of 
fight scenes for live theatre, film, and television.
Through its training programs across the United States, the SAFD has schooled thousands of individuals in the 
necessary skills to perform or choreograph safe and effective stage combat.
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New York, NY and Bris-
bane, AUSTRALIA
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School of the Arts
Check the SAFD website 
for updated information: 
www.safd.org/training/nscw
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